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Historiography & Fieldwork: Wyman Abbott's Great  

Fengate Ring-Ditch (a Lost Manuscript Found)  

By CHRISTOPHER EVANS and GRAHAME APPLEBY! 

This paper presents findings within Wyman Abbott's long-missing notebooks and other allied archival sources 
relating to his Fengate fieldwork during the early decades of the 20th century. Largely focusing upon its 
monuments, we here publish a manuscript concerned with his extra01"dinar)', multiple-interment 'great' ring-
ditch which is otherwise known from a paragraph's description in Hawkes and Fell's Antiquaries Jourual paper 
of 1945. Not only do these sources contribute to the further reconstruction of Fengate's renowned Bronze Age 
landscape, but, it is argued, the centralised multiple-lineage interment evident at his main ring-ditch site may 
well reflect upon the social organisation which also gave rise to Pryor's equally 'special' Flag Fen platform. 

Wyman Abbott's findings of prehistoric artefacts in 
Peterborough's Feugate quarries during the early 
decades of the 20th century appropriately feature in 
the archaeological history of southern Britain. He first 
published his material in Archaeologia of 1910 (with 
an overview contribution by R. Smith of the British 
Museum). Thereafter, in 1922, a further summary of 
his results (this time authored by E.T. Leeds) appeared 
in the Antiquaries Iournal. Hawkes and Fell's 
appraisal of Abbott's Early Iron Age pottery was 
published in the same journal in 1945 J. As promoted 
by Leeds, the impact of Abbott's researches upon 
Britain's prehistoric artefact studies has certainly been 
considerable. The fact that Fengate can lay claim to 
three pottery types is essentially down to him. Firstly 
there is the later Neolithic 'Peterborough Warelphase' 
generally and, more specifically, the 'Feugate-style 
sub-type' itself (Smith 1956). Beyond this, Abbott's 
Early Iron Age pottery - originally assigned as 
Hallstatt-type by Leeds and subsequently fundamental 
for the 'A-phase' of Hawkes's 'A, B, C System' - was 
recognised in Cunliffe's 'Fengate-Cromer style-zone' 
(Cunliffe 1968; 1974). 

Ahbott's renown has also subseqldently accrued in 
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relationship to the post-1960s rescue phase of 
Fengate's fieldwork, particularly Pryor's vast and duly 
celebrated landscape-scale excavations of its Bronze 
Age field system (and the Cat's Water Iron Age 
settlement) during the ensuing decade (Fig. I). The 
archaeology of Fengate's broader fen-edge environs 
achieved even greater prominence with the discovery 
of the remarkable Flag Fen later Bronze Age platform 
(Pryor 2001) and, consequently, the entire 
Fengate/Flag Fen complex has become considered 
something 'speciaI'. 

Abbott's findings were fully acknowledged and 
summarised within the Feugate volumes (Pryor 1974, 
29-30); however, given the paucity of detailed 
plotting of his material, he was held almost to be 
something of a failed salvage archaeologist, his finds, 
by necessity, being treated en masse due to their 
apparent lack of provenance (Gibson in Pryor 1980, 
234-45; d. Pryor 2001, 7-9; see for instance Taylor in 
Lawson et al. 1981, 113). Widely cited in these 
various Fengate studies, amoug the most renowned of 
Abbott's findings was a massive Bronze Age ring-
ditch, whose documentation up to now has cousisted 
of only a single paragraph in Hawkes and Fell's paper 
(1945, 190; see below). Having now located the bulk 
of Abbott's records, the account of this monument can 
be detailed. The significance of these sources is not 
just a matrer of historiographic curiosity. While 
reflecting a more general interest in earlier fieldwork 
practices (eg, Evans 1988; 1997; and Evans et al. 
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C. Evans (,- G. Appleby. HISTORIOGRAPHY & FIELDWORK: WYMAN ABBOTT'S GllEAT FENGATE RING-DITCH 

Fig. 1. (opposire)  
The Fengate field system: essentially based on Pryor's Flag  

Fen volume plan (Pryor 2001, fig. 1.4), this reflects  
amendments arising hom posr-1999 invesrigations and  
Rog Palmer's cropmark-masterplan of that same year  
(Pryor 2003, fig. 60). Resulring in quite a new and  
ex.panded Fengate landscape, its implications and  

background are fully detailed in Fengate Revisited (Evans  
et al. forthcoming a)  

2006), our concern here is avowedly 'presentist'. 
What is described was clearly a remarkable Bronze 
Age monument, and one without direct regional 
parallel. As such (and suggestive as it is of centralised 
burial rites), it may well reflect upon the social 
organisation that gave rise to the equally 'special' Flag 
Fen platform. This will be the theme of this paper's 
final section. 

NOTEBOOK ARCHAEOLOGY 

In contrast to the legacy he spawned, Abbott himself 
only ever generated seven published pages in national 

journals concerning his 30 years of fieldwork (Abbott 
& Smith 1910). His 'voice' has been missing from all 
that his efforts inspired, due both to his specific place 
in the academic/disciplinary production of the day 
and to the fact that his primary records have been lost 
for more than half a century. In other words, the 
Abbott we have has been constructed by 'others', 
these very much being a museum-based nexus 
(variously Smith, Leeds, and Hawkes & Fell). In the 
course of background researches for a volume 
concerned with Fengate's archaeology (Evans et at. 
forthcoming a), four of Abbott's notebooks were 
unearthed in the Cambridge University Museum of 
Archaeology and Anthropology (Fig. 2). Although 
only accessioned in 1998 (cat no. W11/l11-7), these 
must have been donated to the Museum as part of the 
1973 Abbott bequest. They can, moreover, be further 
augmented by Abbott's letters to Leeds from the 
period 1909-37, which are held in the Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford. Both are a rich source of detail for 
Fengate's archaeology. The handwritten notebooks 
provide a finding-by-finding gazetteer-type chronicle. 
Appearing to have been composed/transcribed shortly 

Fig. 2.  
Abbott's notebooks (Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology; photograph: D. Webb)  
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after their respective fieldwork, they are not a direct 
or daily 'in-field' record. Though they contain 
illustrations of specific pottety vessels and other finds, 
and sketch sections of selected pits, they do not 
include site plans or any mapping as such. This being 
said, Abbott's main 'sites' are enumerated within the 
notebooks by red pencil highlighting, which suggests 
that he did, indeed, plot his material. Aside from 
providing a si te-specific sketcb-plan (discussed 
below), in further confirmation, the Leeds archive 
includes a hand-rendered map sbowing the location of 
a number of Abbott's major findings (Fig. 3). 
Moteover, in one of his letters to Leeds, Abbott writes 
concerning the loss of his maps: 

1 have not been able to get any paper into shape 
yet as the detailed plan I had in the pre war days 
has been lost in the many wanderings of my 
belongings during the war, and the loss ties me up 
very badly as all my notes relate to numbers on 
the plan (2010511921; emphasis added). 

Beyond this, in his 1922 Fengate paper, Leeds further 
admitted to having access to an area-wide plan: 

The site, as seen when set out on a rough plan is 
so confused that it is impossible to say that any 
special pottion of it was occupied exclusively at 
one period. The recorded finds of the Neolithic 
and Bronze Ages, with the exception of one 
particular section of the Neolithic material, seem 
to be distributed indiscriminately over the whole 
area without rhyme or reason (Leeds 1922, 220; 
emphasis added). 

The latter statement is crucial: Abbott's material was 
thought to be 'disttibured without rhyme or reason' 
(see also Hawkes & FeU 1945, 189). Certainly, given 
the techniques available to him, Abbott's plotting was 
coatse, but the key point as to why Fengate's finds 
were not plotted in the many papers arising from 
Abbott's researches is tbat their focus was primarily 
upon artefact studies (ie, building typologies) and that 
his work did not result in rhe kind of disctete (sub-) 
site delineations tbat were then expecred (and could 
be coped with)2. In other words, Abbott was (if 
inadvertently) generating the type of multiple-period 
landscape palimpsest that has really only begun to be 
tackled over the last 40 years, arguably starting with 
Mncking in the late 1960s. 

Fengate's findings wete shown in detail on the 1927 
Ordnance Survey (OS) map; having 14 findspots 
indicated within an area of only c. 30 ha (Fig. 3), it 
had far more 'points' shown than either Stonehenge or 
Standlake, Oxfordshire (see below). While generally 
reflective of the regard in which Abbott's material 
was held, this may well attest to the specific 
influence of O.C.S. Crawford, who was appointed the 
Survey's first Archaeology Officer in 1920 and was 
obviously familiar with the Fengate finds (eg, 
Crawford 1912). In their preparation of tbe 1927 
map, the Survey's field workers would have visited 
Pererborough and probably inrerviewed Abbott iu the 
compilation of rheir record cards3. Comparing 
Abbott's various archival sources and the OS's 
indications shows the latter to be quite an accurate 
representation of his fiudings. 

The Ashmolean archive map which Abbott gave to 
Leeds probably dates to 1921 (Fig. 3). Abbott's letters 
from that year indicate that he sent a number of 
sketches and photographs of his pots, as well as pit 
sections, presumably in anticipation of Leeds's 1922 
paper (a notation on the map is dated 1920). The 
map, furthermore, seems to have been tailored to 
Leeds's immediate needs and, whilst it shows Abbott's 
major Neolithic and Bronze Age findings (eg, his 
Entry No. 32 Beaker burial in the centre with its 
Beaker sketched in the bottom left-centre, and the No. 
14 biconical urn in the right margin), his Iron Age 
material was not marked. Aside from indicating the 
main quarry pits in which he worked (Tebb's, 
Williamson's, Walker's, and Rippon's), the map shows 
the location of Abbott's great ring-ditch (bottom 

Fig. 3.  
Abbott'S Mapping. Top; 1927 OS map of Fengate, with  

area of Abbott's map sbown in grey-tone. Bottom:  
Abbott's Fengate sketch map of c. 1921 (Ashmolean  
Museum), bounded by Padbolme Road in the north,  

Fengate in tbe south & the line of tbe Car Dyke to the  
west ('C.D.'). The location of a number of his major  

findings can be identified as foJJows: 1) Saxon inhumation  
cemetery (on loose sketch plan in notebook & discussed in  

letter to Leeds); 2) possible ring-ditch or barrow with  
associared human remains & half a palstave (Entry no.  
47); 3) Beaker burial (Entry no 32; Clarke 1970, no.  

645); 4) Biconical urn (EntfY no 14; Leeds 1922, fig. 13);  
5) the 'great' ring-ditcb; 6) Beaker found 1916 (un- 

numbered iu  notebook; Leeds 1922, fig.  5); 7) comracted  
Bronze Age burials (Entry no 69; n.b. location differs from  
OS map, on which these are indicated close to the 'Round  
House' on Padbolme Road); 8) 'Cinerary urns' (Entries no.  

38/40; Leeds 1922, figs 811)  
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centre-right) and the line of the Roman Car Dyke 
canal across the top ('C.D.'). It also annotates 'Fen'. 
The latter indicates how the quarry-site landscape was 
envisaged by Abbott (as beside the wetland, when in 
reality it was many of hundreds of metres inland from 
the prehistoric marshes) and accouuts for his 
statements concerning its 'Glastonbury-like' qualities 
(see Evans et al. forthcoming a). 

A precis of Abbott's civic career that appeared in 
The Peterborough Citizen of 24 April 1928 
mentioned that he was a 'pupil of the late Mr T.]. 
George, Curator of Norrhampton Musenm, by whom 
his early interest in archaeology was fostered'. George 
(1869-1920), a fellow of the Geological Society and 
author of the 1902 Victoria County History's account 
of the County's prebistory, was a founding member of 
its local archaeological field group in 1899 ('The 
Northamptonshire Exploration Society') and, over the 
next decade, nndertook a series of small-scale 
excavations. These were apparenrly of a fairly poor 
standard, involving only limited recording and 
planning (Moore 1980, 16-17)4. 

Abbort's prime influence was, however, provided 
by Leeds, and their life-long friendship and working 
partnership represents a singular amateur/professional 
colla boration (see Hudson 1981 and Levine 1986 on 
this theme generally and Evans 2007 on lingering 
antiquarianism). Abbott (1887-1972), who became 
an eminent Peterborough lawyer and eventually an 
alderman of the city, was clearly mentored and 
academically promoted by Leeds (1877-1955), who 
was the son of a renowned amateur palaeontologist 
and had been raised near Fengate, at Eyebury. Leeds 
studied classics at Cambridge and was appointed as 
Assistant Keeper to the Ashmolean Mnseum in 1908. 
Upon his graduation, he served with the Malay civil 
service in China (see Harden 1956). On returning 
home for a period of extended convalescence due to 
illness, he started investigating Eyebury's gravel pits, 
first publishing papers on its Jurassic crocadyliforms5. 

It was at this time that his archaeological interests 
took root and, aside from working on an Anglo-
Saxon cemetery ill  Northamptonsbire, he excavated 
three barrows at  Eyebury between 1910 and 1914 
(Leeds 1910; 1912; 1915; see also Hall 1987,32). We 
should  be  aware  that  at  tha t  time  any 
'amateur/professional' distinction was not  the  rigid 
divide it  has become since. Abbott's discoveries were 
carried in The Times (21/06/1920 & 28/04/1924) and 
he independently exhibited his findings at the Society 

of  Antiquaries of  London  (Abbott  & Smith  1910, 
333). Elected a Fellow of that society in  1926 (heing 
proposed by Peers and supported by Leeds, Clapham, 
Wheeler, and BusheFox amongst others) and member 
of the Fenland Research Committee (Smith 1997), he 
was certainly not an 'uuconnected' field worker. 

A GREAT RINGDITCH 

The detail which  the notebooks provide concerning 
Abbott's  fieldwork  is  fully  discussed  In  the 
forthcoming Fengate Revisited volume (Evans et a/. 
forthcoming a),  as  are also  a  number of  broader 
themes which they reflect upon (eg, 'pots/peoplesas-
types'  and  the  practice  of  a  'typed'  archaeology 
generally). Our  concern here is  therefore with  the 
extraordinary ringditch  that  he  investigated in 
191921, which  has  subsequently become known 
through Hawkes and Fell's description: 

It is then interesting at the outset here to note that 
the  sepulchral remains recorded from  the  site 
include, slightly to the northeast of the main Iron 
Age occupationarea, in  the first  place about 20 
inhumationburials of  the  Early  Bronze  Age, 
disposed in and along an oval ringditch, 1011 ft. 
wide, 6 fr.  deep, and enclosing an area of 38 by 28 
yds., and in  the second place, intermingled with 
the inhumations in  and along the same ringditch, 
about  130  cremationburials, one  with  four 
bucketurn fragments of  the  Late  Bronze Age; 
also,  at  the  east end  of  the  oval  was  the 
contemporary crematOrium (1945, 190). 

Alongside  the  notebooks, Cambridge Museum's 
｡ ｲ ｾ Ｑ Ｑ ｩ ｶ ･ ｳ  also has a draft manuscript by  Abbott: An 
Account of the Excavation of a Burial Place at 
Fengate, Peterborough, Northants., which  he 
a bviously  intended to  submit  to  The  Society  of 
Antiquaries of London for publication (Fig. 4)6. Some 
85 years on, given  the renown of the monument, it 
still  warrants full  reproduction below (including the 
author's editorial amendments and 'instructions'). We 
also  fortunately  have  another  source  for  this 
monument, as  Abbott  wrote concerning it  in  five 
letters to Leeds during the period from  August 1920 
to November of the following year; the first  of these 
letters beiug accompanied by a sketch plan (Fig. 5). 
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An Account of the excavation of a Burial Place at and again in the 3rd and 4th centuries of the Roman 
Fengate peterborough Northants. occupation and it may be during the whole of the period from 

Neolithic to Roman times. 
The site of this discovery is a ｾ promontory of rising 
ground to the East of Peterborough and east of where the The site i8 ｰｦｬｲｴｩ･ｬｴｬｒｲｬｾｬ  

River Nene nms into the fens fmd Em tile. The site being 
on the northern side of the mouth of the River Nene as this This is probable by reason of the position of the site which is 
originally ran into the former fens. The ground has a mean #Ie just east of the first crossing place of the River NeTle before 
0.D. level of 10ft. The subsoil is gravel which is ofan this river enters the actual fens and consequently the 
average depth of 10 feet and above this overlying reddish promontory would be a natural station to protect the ford. 
loamy soil about 2 - 3 ft. in thickness. Further any tribe or people ｾ invading from the east and 

entering the Wash could come by boat to this point and could 
The land has been cultivated for centuries and all surface here establish a "bridge head" on the promonton) and 
indications ofany human habitation have been destroyed. provided they were masters of the water would only have to 

protect themselves on the north western side where the site is 
Fr€711 renzaine found in the 1'l]V]t! it arrear8 quite eertahq linked up by a narrow neck of land to the "mainland". 
t.l.:tat [hie [and 'lf1618 ｂ｀ｈｴｩｮｈ･ｬｴｂｾＨ  @eeupiedjro111 }>!@§lithie te 
Rom !Sari!! inn< /lg8 tilllefJ Remains found in the ｾ  In the years 1919 -1920 wilite eJi{itWa!i@Jlsfgrduring 
immediate district prove quite conclusively that the site excavatiONS for gravel was bei/lg dug in Llq,e a trench was 
was occupied in Neolithic times through the Bronze Age exposed and removed and at first the 6igNijiermec outlines 
and into the first stages of the Early Iron Age times could not be obtained. 

It «16/", ･ＢＦ･Ｏ､ｾＯｴｩｬｬｹｦ･Ｎｭｴｩｬ  ｴｾｬｬｴ  II Ire/leN Subsequent working 
disclosed a V shaped trench with a width of 12ft taken 1ft below 
the surface of the surface soil and 

1 
2 

a depth of5 - 6feet which formed a complete oval the in ternal 
diameter being 90 feet from north to south and 84feet from 
east to west. The trench was sharply V shaped in section and 
did not appear to show any signs ofhaving been used. It was 
filled with dark reddish brown to black soil and in no instance 
did the sides or bottom of the trench ｾ  appear to have been 

X In the case ofNo. [blank] the two bodies appear to have trodden down or mixed with the surrounding gravel. 
been buried together at the same time as the bones were [n the trench itselfw@r8 tlffr lim and including a small area 
mixed and altho in position were difficult to separate. about 3feet in width on the inner side of the trench were 

approximately 28 ｾ  inhumations and 80 cremations. 
No. [blank] There was an instance of two burials having [n even) case the inhumations were 8Emtril€t81i bllriall; buried 
been buried one above another with about 6 inches ofsoil in a contracted position. 
between the two burials) Therewas no particular system ofburinI and thebodieswere 

t# sometimes buried at the bottom of the trench and at others 
quite-near the surface soil. In ｾ  one case two bodies were 
placed together with the feet of the lower skeleton ｾ  under 
the legs of the other. X [continues opposite page] 
The bodies appear to be those ofall sexes and ages. 

43 
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The ｾ  skeletons in each case appeared to have been placed on 
a "grave" floor which was slightly raised at the head and feet 
with a hollow for the hips. TJo@l'e were In ｾ  one instance 
'1<>'96 lhel'e aｾ covering of combrash and pebbles had 
been placed over the whole burial. These were all stones under 
6in in diameter and appeared to have been collected from the 
gravel. 
In no other instance was there any other trace of stones 
markingthesiteofa burial or ofanythingof the typeofa cist. 
The ＸＱＧｬｉｾｬ  teve EJlltelet8118 
The only remains actually found with the skeletons were two 
small Kimmerage shale studs. TlI8ee l!sli!rT These were found 
separately-etHJh each being under the head ofa skeleton near 
the lower portion of the head From this position it might be 
contended that they were used as ear studs or as fasteners for 
clothing or caps. 
No other remains ofany description could be definitely 
allocated to any burial altho 
numbers of worked flints were found in 
the area these were not particularly 

5 6 

numerous in the trench and might be found equally in any Careful search was made for urns but only one was found 
portion of the soil. which could be saved and that is very fragmentary Fig. 
In no single instance was any burial found outside the (Description). 
clearly defined area of the trench but as stated before the In four other instances the cremated ashes appeared to have 
burial area intruded as much as four ｾ feet into the been placed in urns but the urns were ofsuch poor material 
inside portion of the ground enclosed by the trench. that when found they were nothing more than mud. 

The cremated burials were iNteri'l'li"M scattered over 
In addition to the burials the trench contained at least 80 practically the whole area ofthe trench and frequently not 
cremation burials. more than 4 feet apart and sometimes as many as 6 were found 
The method ofburial being similar in practically even} in a trench 6ft x 14ft· The cremations were also mixed 
instance. amongst the inhumations _ and although it was certain that 
A small circular hole was dug ｾ  usually 3 - 4 feet deep , there was no instance ofa cremation being in any instance 
and 2 ｾ  ft - 2112ft. wide ｩｮｾ  which the calcined bones were above a ++++ inhumation or vise versa it is quite impossible to 
fI't# found. state %/sIJiieJ4 we that either was the earlier and it would appear 
In every case the bones were calcined ｾ  white and ｾ  that fhe both customs of burial had been practiced at the same 
ｦｭｧｭ｀ｈｴｮｾＧ  in very small fragments and always mixed time. 
with black soil containing charcoal and wood ashes. In At times the cremated ashes seemed to have been scattered 
two instances it appeared that the hole had been burnt and over afioor area of ｾ roughly 7ft x 4ft and mixed with the 
the surrounding earth was a reddish brown from fire. ashes was always the dark soil with charcoal and wood ashes. 

7 8 
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It was noticed that there were fewest cremations on the each hole of cremated ashes as should have been done. 
northern side of the circular trench. 

The nearest parallel to the find appears to be the report of the 
At the ｾ  [blank] side of the trench were found two excavations at Stanlake Oxon reported in the proceedings of 
elyptical floors about 4ft 6 below the surface and this society in the year 1857 by Mr JG Akerman and Stephen 
measuring approximately 9ft x 5ft which appeared to FulVe Stone. 
been used crematoria. In the centre of each floor was a A close comparison of the two finds leads one to the conclusion 
layer ofblack soil cremated bones and wood ash 1ft 6in in that Fhe;' el"te ie the two burial grounds are the ?? ?? 81l1lie 

thickness tmd which tapered off gradually towards the elate ..lid f9rebQ9/oy work of the same people and probably the 
sides of the crematoria and made the actual areas difficult same date. 
to define. This fact is further borne out by the potten; which altho 
No remains whatever were found in this black soil other meagre in this instance is almost identical with what is 
than the burnt bones but small objects may have been reference in the Proceedings of the Antiquaries. 
missed as the powden; dust made the working difficult and The presence ofthe barbed arrowhead and plain bronze ring at 
the workmen were like sweeps after af€fii !'lew's ven; little Stanlake also would appear to agree with the date of the two 
work in the black soil. Kimmerage shale studs found at Peterborough. 
It is regretted that the ｾ  site was not more carefully Parallels of these studs may be instanced at 
excavated but the opening of the trench occupied a 
considerable time and the writer could not be always [manuscript ends] 
present to supervise the work men when burials were 
found much less go through 

9 10 

The pottery taken alone would indicate a date between the 
m#i latter part to the end of the Bronze Age in this 
countn; and:p.;t. one might suppose as a date for the 
cemetery ｾ  approx ??? 9QQ 7 1000 - 750 BC. 

The ｾ  bonesofa certain numberof theskeletonshave 
been examined ｾ  by [blank] and his report on them is 
as follOWS. 

11 

There are clearly disctepancies between Abbott's 
manuscript and Hawkes and Fell's account of the 
monument. These are detailed in Table 1. 

Any confusion within Abbott's recording must in 
part relate to the conditions under which he worked, 
which he outlined to Leeds in July 1921: 

The pits taken out by the men [ie, 'quarry-men'] 
are, as a rule, two yards by five and the general 
average appears to be two skeletons: and three 
cremations per pit. It is most difficult just now to 
be able to collect clear details, as the ground is 
extremely hard, and I do not get time to 

superintend the diggings myself, and many o{ the 
{acts have to be gathered {rom the workmen 
(29/07/21; emphasis addedj/. 

Another letter to Leeds later that same year hints at 
the strain that Abbott evidently felt in being 
responsible for Fengate's archaeology (while still being 
otherwise employed fuH-time elsewhere): 

I am afraid that when I wrote last I was very much 
troubled over my Fengate cemetery as I found I 
had lost touch with the details as they are 
muddled and crowded. Your letter came as a 
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Fig. 4,  
The Notebook Ringditch MaTluscnpr  

(firsr rwo pages only; Cambridge University Museum of Archaeology &  Anthropology)  

quietening influence and since then  I  have not 
found  mnch of  inrerest and have been able  to 

collect the facts and details (20/05/21). 

It could well  be the case that Abbott's mannscript 
derives  from  this  'collection  of  facts  and  details' 
relating to the site (Leeds, if  obliquely, referred to it  in 
his  paper of  1922;  Leeds  1922,  235)  and  that 
whatever summary he  later  snpplied  to  Clare  Fell 
included either  subseqnent findings  or  reflected  a 
more thorongh review of his notes. To wit, it may well 
be  relevant that  on  the  first  pages of  the  text  he 
describes the work as taking place in 191920, hut (as 
is  clear in  his  letters to  Leeds) it  evidently continued 
into  the  following  year.  Yet,  while  subsequent 
findings/exposures conld  perhaps  explain  the 
increased length of  the monument's ovoid  ring  (Fig. 

6,A)  and the greater number of cremations provided 
in  the  '45  description, it  would  not  satisfactorily 
account for  the discrepancy in  the inhnma tions (down 
from 28 to 20)8. Thongh the basic parameters of the 
site are comparable between the  two  acconnts  a 
great ringditch with an extraordinary number of both 
cremation and  inhumation  interments  this  does 
suggest a certain imprecision and degree of confusion 
within  Abbott's fieldwork  (see also note 10 below). 
This would only  have been exacerbated by  the fact 
that he does not seem to have nsed any featurespecific 
enumeration to  control  his  site  recording. Nor  is 
untangling his descriptions made easy by the fact that 
Abbott used the term 'trench' to  refer to both quarry-
cuttings and archaeological ditches (perhaps reflecting 
the  influence  of  World  War  I  trench  warfare). 
For example: 
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Fig. 5.  
Abbott's sketch map of the ring-ditch in a lettet to ET Leeds (13/08/1920; Ashmolean Museum)  

TABLE 1: COMPARATIVE SOURCE SlAT1STICS 

Enclosed interior Ditch No, of No. of' 
aematiOI1 inhumation 
deposits burials 

Width Depth 
Abbott Mss, 

90 x 84 ft 12 ft 5-6 ft SO 28 

(27.40 x 25.60 m) (3.66 m) (1.52-1.83 m) 

Hawkes & Fell 1945 
38 x 28 yd 10-11 ft 6 ft 130 20 

(34.8 x 25.60 m) (3.00-3.35 m) (1.83 m) 

There are aspects of Abbott's record that could lead 
The cremated burials were scattered over one to quesrion facets of the monument's 
practically rhe whole area of the trench [ie, ditchJ interpretation. In a letter to Leeds (that with the 
and frequently not more thau 4 feet apart and accompanying sketch plan, indicating the ring had an 
sometimes as many as 6 were found in a trench internal diameter of 25 yds; Fig. 5), he emphasised 
[ie, cuttingl 6ft x 14ft (emphasis added). that it was not a tumulus - not a barrow - and he 

usually referred to it as a 'burial ring'. Yet, contra rhis, 
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its many interments did not apparently extend beyond 
3-4 ft (c. 0.90-1.20 m) of the ditch's interior berm, 
which could indicate that some manner of mounding 
or, at least, an internal bank was present (the 
crema tion deposits, though, also evidently occurred 
within the ditch). The recovery of either 20 or 28 
inhumation burials in such a situation is 
unparalleled9. Even more extraordinary is the sheer 
quantity and apparently complete ring-'encirclemeut' 
of its cremation deposits. A number of Early-Middle 
Bronze Age ring-ditches have recently been excavated 
within the region, many accompanied by 20-40 
interment cremation cemeteries. Although upwards of 
a third of these are usually associated with Deverel-
Rimbury urns, these are confined to only a sector of 
their monuments' circuit  the south/southeast in  the 
case of  those excavated within  the River Great Ouse 
environs (Fig.  7.4, 7.5  & 7.8; eg, Evans & Knight 
2000; 2001). In  other words, they do  not occu t  in 
such numbers as in  Abbott's Fengate riug,  nor right 
around their  circumferences (Abbott,  though, does 
mention  that  there  'were  fevvest  cremation on  the 
northetn side of  the  circular  trench'). In  this  case, 
Abbott's findings must either markedly break with  tbe 
precedent of  subsequent regional  pattern or  are 
grossly  exaggerated. They  rely,  after  all,  on  the 
accouuts of quarry labourers and, in  the end, all  we 
have  is  plandocumentation/plotting of  n1l1e 
cremations (Fig.  5)  in  an  area where 801130 such 
interments are claimed. The unease this gulf inspites is 
fundamental to  the entire notion of  l'ccord-as-truth; 
however,  just  because something was,  effectively, 
'undocumented' (ie,  not  planmapped) does  not 
necessarily make it a falsehood. 

Said  to  be  34  ft  deep (0.911.22 m),  Abbott's 
cremation pits  were considerably deeper than those 
usually found (unless he was measuring from the level 
of  the  topsoil). The sceptical could  query whether 
some within  the ditchberm were actually the remains 
of  burnt  revetment  posts;  however,  Abbott's 
description of  the small fragment:'. of white calcined 
bone within their fills  (and his assertion that only two 
were  in  situ  pitpyres; Evans 1997)  is  sufficiently 
precise to imply accuracy. It is also worth noting that 
while sherds from an urn were only found with one, 
in  four  cases he  notes  that  the  situation  of  the 
cremated remains indica te  that they had been umed, 
but that given  the poor quality of  their vessels only 
'mud'  survived. Abbott  al50  describes two  distinct 
crematoria 'floors', extendiug over 9 x  5 ft  (c. 2.75 x 

1.50 m) and occurring some threequarters of the way 
down  the  ditch's  profile.  Rather  confusingly, 
immediately beforehand he separately relates another 
occurrence of cremated ashes scattered over a  float 
area of 7 x 4 ft  (c. 2.15 x 1.20 m); this, though, seems 
to  imply  a different interment rite  rather than an in 
situ firing. 

There  is  a  paucity  of  citation  within  Abbott's 
manuscript. Aside from  mentioning parallels for  the 
ear studs with  two of his  inhumations in  Mortimer 
(1905), his  only  reference is  to  the Standlake site, 
which had apparently been provided by Leeds: 

I  am returning your two  plates of  the Stanlake 
lsic]  Cemetery, which  are most interesting. The 
Cemetery I  have discovered in Fengate is  an exact 
parallel  both  in  measurement and  shape, and 
apparently the only di fference between the two is 
that I  have found a number of burials in addition 
to cremation. Further the pottery I  have found is 
exactly  similar  to  that  shown  on  the  plates 
(Abbott/Leeds correspondence 20/08/21). 

While  perhaps reflecting no more than the initial 
status of this draft, his lack of referencing also surely 
relates to  the fact  that Standlake provided the only 
other  example  of  unmounded  circular  burial 
monuments: ring-ditches (Akerman & Stone 1857; see 
also Bradford 1942; Catling 1982)10. At  Standlake, 
between the later half of September and early October 
1857, Stone testexcavated ten such circles, with one 
yielding 80 cremation deposits distributed across its 
southern half (Fig. 6.D). Arguing that they dated to 'a 
very early period, long  before the effects of  Roman 
civiliza tion',  and  dismissing  the  defensive  and 
stockholding capacity of these 'circular trenches', its 
authors continued: 

If  the areas inclosed within  them are, as may be 
conjectured,  ta booed  spots,  consecrated to 

Fig. 6.  (opposite)  
The Ringditch's configuration: A)  The monument as  

reconstructed from dimensions in  the AbbotI' manuscript  
and the Hawkes & Fell  paper respectively; B)  The  

Peterborough Advertiser accounr (14/08/1920); C) Top of  
tidepage of the pencilversion of Abbott's manuscript (n. b.  

rough thumbnail plans in  left corner; Cambridge  
University Museum of Archaeology & Anthropology); 0)  
The Standlake rillgdirch (Akerman & StOlle 1857, pI.  ix)  
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Fig. 7. (opposire) 
Fengate's monuments and regional examples (with 

inhumation burials shown in grey-tone and cremation 
deposits open). Fengate: I) The Th ird Drove ring-dirch 

(afre[ Cooper 1998); 2) rhe Cat's Water hengelring-ditch 
(afrer Pryor 2001, fig. 3.9); 3) rhe Storey's Bar Road 

barrow/ring-ditch (Pryor 1978); 4-6) Colne Fen, Earlrh 
ring-ditches (Eval15, et al. forrhcoming h); 7-9) Barleycroft 

Farm ring-dirches (Evans & Knight 2000); 10) Over 
'pond-barrow'lring-dirch; 11) Maximal reconsr[uction of 
Abborr's ring-ditch (as based on Hawkes & Fell's 1945 

dimensions; see Fig. 6.A). Of rhese monuments, measnring 
3"1.00 x 37.50 m, only rhe Over 'pond-barrow' (no. '10) 

would come dose to rivalling Abbott's Fengare ring-ditch. 
Yer irs circuit was of more minor proportions ("1.50 m 
wide and 0.75 Il1 deep) and, aside from its crouched 

central inhumation burial, ir only attracted seven 
secondary cremation burials. With two of the lattet 

associated with Collared Urns, & rhe monument as a 
whole pre-daring a Middle/later Bronze Age settlement 

enclosure, it seems to be of earlier Bronze Age attributioll. 

religious rites, further research may possibly 
render this apparent ... The facts elicited by what 
has already been effected shed a new light on the 
sepulchral usages of our primitive forefathers, and 
will probably lead to discoveries in other localities 
hitherto not suspected to conceal such iurerc::sting 
remains. They help also to dissipate a very 
common error among antiquaries, uamely, the 
belief that the graves of the ancient inhabitants of 
Britain were generally protected by tumuli, a 
helief founded on the description given by Tacitus 
(Akerman & Stone 1857, 370). 

They went on to POStula te that such tumuli might 
only relare to chiefly burials and the 'graves of the 
lowly and unhonoured' may not have been so marked 
(ibid.). Of course, the occurrence of both inhumation 
and cremation burials in tbe Fengate 'ring' could, 
theoretically, have undermined sucb reasoning and, in 
this capacity, a surprising omission within Abbott's 
manuscript is any mention of Leeds' discussion of 
'mixed' burial practices in connection with his 
Eyebury barrows (see Leeds 1915, 125). 

The Fengate sources provide few indications 
concerning how Ahbott would have interpreted the 
monument; however, developing upon the theme of 
Peterborough's hridgehead location in relation to 
mainland Europe, its coverage in The Peterborough 
Advertiser of 14 August 1920, 'Discovery of 
2,500 B.C. Skeletons' ('Place of Sepulture Revealed'; 

Fig. 6.B) offers some insights, albeit III a 
genEric invasionist mode: 

The interesting point abour the discovery is that it 
shows at the same time, presumably about 2,500 
B.C., both burial and cremation were in practice, 
<lIld that this site probably marks what was a 
family or tribal burial ground, which was 
surrounded by a circular moat ... The skeletons 
are probably those of early bronze age invaders, 
who came to this country from the continent in 
search of copper, and who, in fact, formed an out-
post trading settlement on one of the main roads 
along which copper was brought from Ireland to 
the continent. 

FENGATE MONUMENTS - A LATER PREHISTORIC POLITY? 

Abbott's ring-ditch was located in the fields just 
norrh-west of Pryor's later Padholme Road sub-Site 
(TF 210009896; Figs LVI and 3.V!). In otder to 

understand its sheer scale and degree of difference, 
Fengate's ocher four identified mon uments need to be 
appreciated. More fully appraised and outlined within 
the forthcoming Fel1gate Revisited volume, these 
include both Pryor's Storey's Bar Road ring-
ditch/barrow (with only a single Collared Urn-
associated cremation within its interior and two 
inhumations in its circuit; Figs 1.1 & 7.3; Pryor 1978 
and see Evans & Pollard in Pryor 2001, 25-6) and a 
putative later Neolithic henge dug at the Cat's Watet 
in 1990 (Figs l.II & 7.2; Pryor 20(H, 38-47). Though 
without any accompanying interments (and lacking 
direct dating evidence), the latter may well have been 
a Bronze Age ring-ditch, as tbe circuits of such 
monuments are now known to occur in 'interrupted' 
form (see, for instance, Fig. 7.5). In 1992, a c. 20 m 
diameter ring-ditch was exposed at the Cambridge 
Archaeological Unit's Depot Site; only trench-
investigated during evaluation fieldwork, no burials 
were recovered at rhar stage. During later trenching, 
however, a single inhumation burial was encountered 
within its ditch (Fig. l.I1Ij Evans & Pryor in Pryor 
2001, 16-27; B. Robinson, pers comm.). Finally, in 
1998, a 9 m diameter ring-ditch was excavated off 
Third Drove which enclosed the cremated remains of 
a single older child/young adult set within a pit in itS 
centre (Fig. l.IV & 7.1; Cooper 1998). While not 
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directly dated, this is presumed to be of later Bronze 
Age attribution11. 

To these four monuments should to be added 
another entry, the Herdsman's HiLl batrow, which was 
quarried away in the early years of the 20th century. 
Located at the northern end of Fengate's 'edge' 
environs (Fig. 1.V), Leeds considered it an outlier of 
his Eyebury barrow group and related that his father 
had collected fine lithic tools from it (Leeds 1912,82, 
fig. 2; see also Leeds 1956, 85)12. Abbott, in his 
notehooks, more fnlly described this previously 
destroyed monument: 

Neolithic or Bronze Age Burial at Newark near 
Peterborough 

This tnmnlus formerly called "Hetdsmans Hill" 
was situateld] on gravel land just on the edge of 
what was skirty fen land and was used lately as a 
refnge in high floods. The tumulus was ahout 
fblank] ft long [blank] ft wide & [blank] ft high & 
was composed of loose top soil deep in places and 
the rest gravel from the surrounding gravel land. 
When this was removed abour 1900 for gravel a 
large knife dagger and a spear head were found at 
the bottom of a "pot hole" and also a perforated 
axehammer was fonnd near the same place but it 
is not quite certain if they were found together. 
Two extended skeletOns were also found one at 
the north & the other at the south side of the 
mound near the road with head to south but 
nothing was noticed with either of these. No 
bones were found r'in bones'] to show any 
cremated interments & no pots of any description 
were noticed. 

This mound was dug out by workmen who were 
very careless & who were not looked after, & so 
many things may have been overlooked & lost 
(Wlll1l1, pg 10). 

In his notebooks, Abbott variousl y recorded six 
isolated inhumations (plus a skull-finding) scattered 
throughout the quarties, some of which might well 
have been monument-related. Indeed, in Walker's pit 
he appareutly exposed a semi-circular 'trench', 16 yds 
in length (c. 14.60 m), 6 ft deep (c. 1.80 m) and 12 ft 
(c. 3.65 m) across. Having animal bones, half a 
palstave, and what, from an accompanying sketch, 
appear to be decorated Collared Urn or Beaker shetds, 

this might well have also been parr of the circuit of 
either a ring-ditch or a barrow; human bone also 
apparently occurred in association with it (Fig. l.VII 
and 3; W111111; Entry no. 47)13. 

As is apparent from Figure 1, Abbott's great ting-
ditch would seem to have been part of a three-
monument alignment along with the Third Drove 
'ring' and the Storey's Bar Road ring-ditch/barrow (I, 
IV, & VI). This would have run ronghly parallel with 
the line of Pryor's Ditch 1/2 Padholme Road 
droveway which, based on the frequency of 
inhumation burials along it, may have originally been 
the Fengate system's prime axis (the north-eastern 
Ditch 8/9 drove perhaps later assumed this status with 
its eastward linkage to Flag Fen created by the 
construction of the Power Station timber alignment; 
Pryor 2001 and see Evans et at. forthcoming a). Given 
its inhumations, in all likelihood Abbott's ring-ditch 
would have been of earlier Bronze Age date. Although 
in the manuscript (and his letters to Leeds; eg 
29/07/1921) he stressed the apparent contempotanity 
of the two bnrial rites, the cremations would surely 
have dated to the Middle/later Bronze Age, a Deverel-
Rimbury attribution being consistent with the soft 
aud poorly preserved quality of those few pottery 
sherds recovered. The span of this monument and 
Fengate's field system would thus be broadly 
comparable: its origins probably lay in the early 2nd 
millennium, with its ditches generally being 
maintained until the 12th-13th ceuturies Be (Evans et 
al. fortbcoming a; Yates 2007, 89 argues for the 
Beaker origins of Bronze Age field systems). 

Other barrows and ring-ditch settings are known 
within the wider environs (see Hall 1987, 60, fig. 43 
concerning the 'Catswater' barrow-field; Pryor 2001, 
74-80 for Northey's monuments, and Healy & 
Harding 2007 on wider Nene Valley distributions); 
recently a henge and two round barrows have been 
excavated at King's Dyke West, Whittlesey (Knight 
2000) and a major barrow cemetery has been 
identified in the Nene Washes just to the west, with 
two-barrow outliers in the fields both immediately 
north and south of it (see Evans et al. forthcoming a). 
The point here is that the Fengate landscape does not 
seem particularly distinguished by its monuments: 
their densities and range!'types' are comparable to the 
other lowland reaches of the main rivers debouching 
into the Fens and their adjacent fen-edge environs (see 
Pryor & French 1985 for the Weiland and Evans & 
Hodder 2006 a & b, Evans & Knight 2000 & 2001, 
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and Evans et at. forthcoming b for the Great Onse). 
Yet there can be no denying the extraordinary 
character of the later Bronze Age Flag Fen platform 
(Pryor 2001), and this is only enhanced by the recent 
discovery of the broadly contemporary timber 
'crannog' nearby at Must Farm (Knight 2008) 14. 

Coupling this with the ritnal deposition of metalwork 
along the Power Station site causewayltimber 
alignment approaching Flag Fen (see Coombs in Pryor 
2001, chapter 10), and the fen-edge spear-and-sword 
hoard at Bradley Fen, Whittlesey (Gibson & Knight 
2006; see also Bradley 2007,214, fig. 4.14), all this 
can only be considered 'special'. Admittedly, there are 
facets of BarleycroftiOver's Bronze Age landscape 
along the lower reaches of the River Great Ouse that 
come close to rivalling it (Evans & Knight 2000; 
2001; see also Bradley 2007, 194, fig. 4.7). 
Nevertheless, the Flag Fen/Whittlesey basin seems to 

have been markedly different, to tbe point that it 
could, in fact, even be thought of as some manner of 
place-specific, later prehistoric polity. By this is simply 
meant the authority to mobilise and co-ordinate a 
broader 'community of builders' and, with it, the 
forging of wider group identity than the immediate 
face-to-face community (see, for instance, Evans & 
Knight 2001). 

A pressing issue is whether there is anything in 
Fengate's archaeology that 'announces' this, and if 
Flag Fen (et at.) was actually a direcr expression of the 
cultural landscape of its immediate fen-edge. Certainly 
there are facets of Fengate's field system that seem 
distinct: specifically, the scale and regularity of its 
droveways from which a substantial hinterland 
population - requiring the seasonal movement of their 
stock through the 'edge's' field system - could be 
inferred. Yet no great density of contemporary 
settlement has been found within tbe area of Fengate's 
fen-edge per se and furthermore, it is now known that 
generally comparable field systems of the period 
extend across much of the region's low gravel terraces, 
at least within the area of the south-western Fens 
(Yates 2007; Bradley & Yates 2007). Therefore, there 
seems to be no ready, immediate-landscape answer to 
convincingly explain the Flag Fen 'phenomenon'. 

In fact, an answer might lie in negative evidence 
(based upon the cumulative results of decades of 
fieldwork). That is, in the almost complete absence of 
formal cremation cemeteries. None was encountered 
during the course of Pryor's Fengate campaigns or in 
any fieldwork there since (collectively now amounting 

to over 16 ha of open-area excavation); nor have they 
been found within the Whittlesey quarries l5 This is in 
direct contrast to the resnlts from both the Eye and 
Barleycroft Farm investigations, where 12- and °14-
interment 'f1a t' crema tion cemeteries have been 
excavated, and Barleycroft/Over and Colne Fen, 
Earith, where three snch cemeteries have been dug 
associated with ring-ditches (Evans & Knight 2000; 
Evans et al. forthcoming b). With their sequences 
initiated by inhumation burial, the latter have 
between 22 and 35 secondary cremation burials (Figs 
7.4, 7.5 & 7.8). While their 'small monument' 
form/elaboration displays considerable variation, 
there is certainly a general 'type' consistency to these 
monuments and their accompanying cemeteries 
(though not all the lower River Great Onse environs 
ring-ditches were mortuary-related and some seem to 
have served solely as gron p-territorial markers; Evans 
& Knight 2000). Crncial is the point that neither of 
Fengate's two definite ring-ditches, nor its putative 
Cat's Water henge, appear to have attracted sucb 
cemeteries, the Storey's Bar Road monument only 
having one Collared Urn cremation and the fnlly 
excavated Third Drove ring-ditch having only its 
single, cen tral cremation burial. This must beg the 
question of just where, during the Middle/later Bronze 
Age, Fengate's dead were interred. Though it IS 

conceivable that (in a similar manner to that 
postulated elsewhere for the Iron Age) they were 
deposited in the fen marshes from the Flag Fen 
platform, this is an argument that cannot readily be 
evaluated. 

It is, indeed, the scale of its cremation cemetery that 
really distinguishes Abbott's great ring-ditch. Barrows 
have been excavated ]J1 Eastern England of 
comparable size and inhumation numbers, the most 
obvious example being the triple-circuit Beaker 
barrow at Barnack, involving 22 inhumations (and 
only one cremation). The external diameter of its 
outer ditch was c. 50 m (internally c. 43 m across; 
Donaldson 1977; Last 1998). Yet, whether it is 
Abbott's 80- or l30-cremation figure that is accepted, 
this monument's cemetery was clearly remarkable and 
it could suggest a degree of centralised interment 
practice. If so, this may well reflect on the character of 
the Flag Fen platform and the obvious authority that 
must bave co-ordinated its construction and use, and 
as such, be directly pertinent to the 'polity model'. If, 
as has been suggested, rhe lower River Great Ouse's 
ring-ditch cemeteries were familial-liue/lineage-based 
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(Evans & Knight 2000; 2001), then the much greater 
number of the Abbott-monument's interments could 
attest to multiple-lineage burial rites and, arguably -
by the 'maths' - mighr refleer the amalgamation or 
interfacing of two to four lineages. What, after all, lies 
more at the heart of polity formation than, if not the 
breaking, then at least the subvertion of immediate 
kinship-lineage righrs to larger group ends? How this 
authority established itself, be it through the control 
of specifically local resources and/or metalwork 
production (possibly swords; Evans 2002), cannot be 
known as such. Nonetheless, the amassed evidence 
frol11 the Flag Fen basin, particularly its mass 
metalwork deposition, certainly suggests a ritually 
expressed basis of power (see, for instance, Bradley 
1998; Pryor 2001, 427-31). 

Finally, with regard ro historiography and 
fieldwork, generally there are few areas of Britain that 
did not see a degree of 'antiquarian' fieldwork which 
will invariably frame our present-dar efforts. This is 
more than just a matter of vague 'legacy', but involves 
an active framing context. This, in fact, is the unifying 
theme of a series of forthcoming Cambridge 
ａ ｲ ｾ ｨ ｡ ･ ｯ ｬ ｯ ｧ ｩ ｣ ､ ｬ  Unit volumes, of which ｆ ･ ｮ ｧ ｴ ｾ ･  
Revisited will be the first, to be followed by Mucking's 
prehistoric and Roman phases. Indeed, a major issue 
arising from these volumes (specifically the larter) is, 
the question of when the publication of past fieldwork 
becomes a matter of historiography, as to opposed to 

just 'backlog'? Arguably this matrer turns upon the 
issue of record (see, for insu1l1ce, Barrett 1987), and 
the point at which the time between the period of 
excavation and a site's analysis/publication is 
sufficient that original records cannot be presented ar 
face-value or to a modern standard without extensive 
explanatory context, be it the Edwardian era or the 
1960s/'70s (the death of a project's director/prime 
investigator, also, obviously being a significant 
factor). By this defini.tion, rhe cusp of historiography 
potentially comes much closer 1'0 our present. 

In relationship to Fengate's archaeology, close 
scrutiny of the Abbott sources - despite their obvious 
shortcomings - is not just a matter of by rote 'general 
background': they have implications thar lie at the 
heart of the interpretation of its landscape. To 
understand (in our times) the area's sequence is as 
much a matter of fully engaging with the context of 
what has been done before, as what confronts us in 
the ground today (and also more general/conceptual 
site genealogies; eg, Evans 1998). Tbis is an arena 

wherein the teners of sound practice and a post-
structuralist ethos find overlap, as, to borrow 
Foucault's phrase, we invariably 'dig beyond origins'; 
after the fact and tbe efforts of others, we invariably 
re-read landscape (and the past). 
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Endnotes 
Clare Fell seems to have done [he bulk of the latter's 
research, apparently holding discussions with Abbott and 
producing a manuscript prior to World War II. With Fell 
rhen in wartime service, Christopher Hawkes apparently 
wrore rhe paper based on her draft. 

2 Alrbough developing markedly during the early decades 
of [he last century, Abbort's weak illusrrative 
documentarion of his researches would have been 
perfectly acceptable wirhin rhe conrexr of 1110st larer 19th 
cenrury archaeological pracrice (Evans 2007; see Evans 
2004 concerning archaeological 'graphic literacy' 
generally). In fact, his map has an uncanny resemblance 
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to that produced by Frank Curtis, a local amateur who, 
in tbe 1960s, excavated and recotded sites in the area of 
Norfolk's Wissey Embayment (Healy 1996, 3-4, 11-29, 
eg, plate III) 

A letter-indication by Abbott to Leeds concerning the 
public presentation of his Fengate ring-ditch results to the 
SOCiety of Antiquaries of London tells of the display and 
accreditarion dynamics of the day, primarily the tactile 
provision of artefacts and tbe use of magic lantetn slides: 

I shall hope ro be free on the 14th ]anua ry and 
shall do my best to get away. Whar do you suggest 
as exhibits on that day other than the lantem slides. 
I can bring a reasonable amount, but I don't want 
to carryall the fragile pieces about London if it call 
be avoided and the large pots are ratber bulky and 
cumbersome (Abbott/Leeds Correspondence 
16/11/1921). 

In the end, this evidently proved an instance of good 
intentions and Leeds, instead, apparently read papers by 
Abbotr concerning 'Further discoveries near 
Peterhorough' and 'Where did the beaker folk land' (as 
noted in The Antiquaries Journal 1922/2, 175). 
Preparing the 1969 Peterborough New Town RCHM 
volume, Christopher Taylor (formerly of the Royal 
Commission) apparently interviewed Abbott; ｨ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ ｾ  

he reports that Abbort (then ill his early 80s) had very 
little memory of his Fengate fieldwork and could offer no 
real insights (pel's. comm.). The review of Abbott's 
findiugs undertaken for that volume rherefore had ro 
largely draw upon the 19205 OS record cards; 
unfortunately, searches suggest that these have sincc been 
discarded. 

4  Confirmation of a linkage with the Abbott family is 
provided in his account of the finds from Hunsbury 
Camp, in which it was noted rbat a loomweight from the 
hitlfort had been lent to tbe Museum by ]. Wyman 
Abbott, 'our' Abbott's uncle (George 1917, 37). From 
1904 Abbott was listed as being a member of the 
Northamptonshire Natural History Sociery and Field 
Club. His connection to George, and thereby Hunsbury, 
may have influenced his atrribution of Fengate's Early 
Iron Age wares to 'Late Celric' times, based on a 
familiarity with Hunsbury's La Tene curvilinear 
ornament. Obviously Glastonbury offered anotber 
parallel, albeit also mistaken. 

5  Aside from being a major scholar, Leeds was an 
accomplished field archaeologist and his exca va tions 
were generally of a very high srandard. Yet he was 
apparenrly wirhour any disciplinary memor. Seemingly 
self-taught, his understanding of fieldwork techniques 
and stratigraphy must essentially derive from his familial 
legacy. Not, in effect, serving any kind of fieldwork 
apprenticeship, Leeds' background connecred him ro the 
19th century 'tap-root' of the excavation process: the 
understanding (and depiction) of geological 
stratification. In his posthumous volume, The Leeds 
Collection of Fossil Reptiles from the Oxford Clay of 

Peterborough, he commemorated and wrote of his 
father's achievements with great sensitivity: 

He [Alfred Leeds] could observe accutately and 
honestly: he could mentally collate his 
observations; he could tenaciously argue the 
inferences that he had thereby been led to draw ... 
But with all this he could not put his knowledge on 
papec It is quite impossible to conceive of him 
sitting down to compose a long and derailed repott 
on a recent discovery. A two-sheet letter of widely 
spaced writing was the most he could perpetrate, 
giving no more than the simplest details. That is 
why so much of his garnered knowledge appears 
under other names (1956, 95-6). 

These sentiments suggest that Leeds' relationship with 
Abbott (10 years senior) held echoes with that between 
him and his own bther. 

6  On the manuscript's fill aI page, citing Stone's Standlake 
1857 paper in that Society's Proceedings (when he 
probably, in fact, mnst have meant Akerman and Swne's 
ArchaeoJogia report of that same year), Abbott writes of 
his paper as appearing in the proceedings of this society. 
Note, also, that stuck wirhin the same notebook as this 
manuscript is anorher, loose, three-page-long pencil 
written account of rhis Same sire, 'Report on a Burial 
Ground at Fengare, Peterborough'. Much shorter and 
less detailed than the main manuscripr, it seems an ea dier 
rough draft. Having a thumhnail sketch plan of the 
'circle' in irs upper title-page margin (Fig. 6.C), it will be 
further dIscussed below in relationship to the 
monument's dimensions. 

7  During rile course of the Haddenham project the 
similarly mauled remains of an Iron Age enclosure that 
had been partially quarried-our in just such a manner 
was excavated. Its pockmarked plan allows us to 
appreciarc rhe difficulties of Abbott's work (Evans & 
Hodder 2006b; figs 6.16 & 6.17). 
Abbott appa renrly offered the quarry-men a 'tip' of a few 
slulhngs for their finds (see Pryor 1997,7). He and Leeds 
were not the only local collectors of quarry artefacts and, 
in his norebooks, Abbort recorded that two Bronze Age 
pots from Walker's pits had been sold to a Mr Bodger, a 
chemist on Cowgate; tvlessrs Hill, Shorcacre and Dr 
Walker MD are also mentioned as collecting and buying 
local finds. The latter, whose impressive collection is now 
housed in both rhe Peterborough and Wishech Museums 
(Middleton 1990), was apparently the Leeds' family 
doctor (Leeds 1956, 86). 

8 The shorrcr pencil-writren account describing this 
monument (see Note 6 above) does not particularly 
clarify rhis matter. Saying that rhe dirch was 10-14 fr 
across, it clearly states that rhe monument's circuit had 
an internal diameter of 28 yds aud, shown in Figure 6.C, 
a measured thumbnail-plan in its upper margin depicts it 
as a complete circle. Yet beside it are two even rougher 
sketches showing it as ovoid and the word 'circular' has 
been scratched out from its title. This version provides no 
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figures wharsoever for the number of burials; as lare as 
July 1921, in a letter to Leeds, Abboct related that he 
only had 'records of at least thirty cremated burials' 
(29/O71l921; Ashmolean Museum) 
Following rhe 1920s record cards, the 1969 RCHM 
volume gives rhe ring-ditch's dimensions as 8S x 115 ft 
(1969, 7; no. 20l, which could imply that Hawkes and 
Fell drew upon wbatevet soutce-information Abbott 
supplied to the as. 
lr could, in faer, be quesrioned whether some of these 
inhumations were actually of Saxon artribution. 
However, on the basis that they were buried in a 
'conrracted position' and thar the only accompanying 
grave-goods wete the shale eat studs, this is mosr 
unlikely. 

10  In his 1910 Archaeologia paper Abborr demonstrated 
familiarIty with a range of site reports, such as those 
produced by Pirr Rivers and descripriol1s of the site of 
Glastonbury. What would have been an obvious 
inclusion was Pitt Rivets's Handley Barrow 24. Having a 
low mound and despite being only 7.00 m in diametet 
(with a penannular ditch), the General excavated 52 
cremation deposits exterior to its southern secror (1898; 
Barretr et af. 1991,214-19). Yet, as a mounded barrow, 
Ahbott evidently held rbar it did not provide a basis of 
direct comparison. 
In the conrext of archaeological documemation (ie, 
'record-as-truth'), rhe laxness of Abbott's documemation 
as opposed ro Pitt Rivers's (despire both sharing legal 
backgrounds or, at least, experience in rhe case of the 
General) could argue against any Judicial haSlS of 
archaeological proof (d. Evans 2007); rhere would he no 
courr in rhe world that would accept Abbocr's tecords as 
'rruth'. 

11  Although of somewhat suspect arttiburion (8nd, if teally 
a monumem, then certainly one of a quite differem 
caregorisation), theorerically Pryor's Site 11 Neolirhic 
'mortuary enclosure' should also included within this 
listing (Pryor 1988; 1993). 

12 There is also a single-page account by Abbort concerning 
tbis monument within the Ashmolean Museum's Leeds 
archive. In it he records the depth of 'the soil' (ie the 
barrow's mound) as being 'from 3ft 6" ro SEt (this may 
account for a grave). The workman have an idea thar the 
top soil had been put on top of the mound to make a safe 
place for carrie in time of floods, so clearly the extra 
deprh was noticed'. Otherwise, this statement essentially 
reiterates what was in his notebooks, except fot noting 
thar rhe artefaers had apparently been recovered by 
quarry-workers; Leeds seniot had presumably acquired 
the pieces from rhem. 

13  Abbott appeats to have assembled his notebook emries 
from loose sheer notes and the sheet describing this 'site' 
survives in the Cambridge Museum Abbotr archives. 
Again, rhere are discrepancies in the fearure-sizes 
berween irs two texr-sources. While this could also derive 
from subsequent quarry exposure, much more 
significant for rhis would-be monument's inrerpreration 
(and, once more, indicating a degree of basic 

inaccuracylimprecision), on the record sheet Abbot[ 
notes that human skull fragments occurred close (Q rhe 
palstave wirhin its ditch. On the Leeds/Ashmolean map 
the location is further annorated 'in trench number of 
probl.] contracred skeletons found many years ago here'; 
no mention of human hone occurs within the notebook 
emty. Equally, whilst the sheet-record has two 
'thumbnail' section sketches, neither appeared in the 
notebook account. 

14  The notebooks also include rhe original account of a 
piled, Early Iron Age rimber consrrucrion (associared 
wirh human remains) found within the bed of a 
palaeocbannel in the London Brick Company Yatd No.1 
in Flerton, on the south side of Pererborough (W 11/1/3J. 
This is essemiaHy rhe same as rhat given in the Victoria 
County History for Hunringdonshire (Burkitt et al. 1926, 
212-3) and Abbott's Woodston and Fletton findings were 
fully summa rised within rhat vol ume 
(Norrhamptonshire's, where Fengate then occurred, was 
published in 1904 and, rherefore, did nor include 
Abbott's marerial). Abbott, indeed, was cited as a full co-
aurhor of Burkitt  and Fox's texr of  the County's 'Early 
Tiuman Occupation'; however, as is clear in  their note 1 
(ibid., 193), Abbott did not actually write any of the text 
but was so accredited beca use his unpublished teseatches 
were so extensively dra wn upon. 

1.5  Evaluation fieldwork  by Norrhampronshire Atchaeology 
at  Sranground South,  south  of  Petetborough (and 
Fengate) recently  exposed a  major  'flat'  cremation 
cemetery adjacent to  rhe fenedge (Taylor & Aaronson 
2006). Over a c.  4.00 m lengrh of c. 2.20 m wide trench 
19 cremation deposirs were exposed. Of these, only three 
were  excavated (two  being  urned).  Based  on  the 
cemerery's trenchexposure, a rotal population of 2530 
intermenrs would have to  be anticipated. Otherwise, the 
largest Bronze Age cemeteties found to  dare in  eaStern 
England  were  both  'fJar':  King's  Hill,  Broom, 
Bedfordshite (44;  Cooper & Edmonds 2007) and  at 
Papworrh Everard, Cambridgeshire (53;  R.  Mortimer 
pers. cOlTIm.);  see Robinson 2007 for  a  review of  the 
evidence for  Bronze Age  cremation pracrices in  East 
Anglia. 
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